
METAL ROOFING SOLUTIONS

 

YOUR PARTNER IN  
EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS  
SINCE 1946



EDCO Products, Inc. was founded in 1946 by the enterprising Edwards family. Noticing a strong demand 
for affordable building materials in the wake of WWII, Arthur Edwards began manufacturing an innovative 
insulated siding with his father and brother. 

Since 1946 EDCO has redefined roofing and siding with unmatched innovation and quality. Our company 
name is synonymous with superior steel roofs and siding products that save time, save energy and retain 
their quality and consistency.  

Based in Hopkins, MN with distributor partners across the country, EDCO is the single largest manufacturer 
of residential steel roofs and siding in the United States. It is also one of the oldest and longest-running 
steel/metals companies in this country. The EDCO name has come to stand for longevity, stability and  
an unfailing commitment to excellence.

We invite you to find out more about EDCO’s exceptional-quality products that stand the test of time. 

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE SINCE 1946 
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Arthur Edward Sr.

EDCO Founders in 1946

Arthur Edwards Jr.



METAL ROOFING ADVANTAGES
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Virtually maintenance-free

Investment grade

Won’t warp, split, peel or crack

Tested to withstand winds up to 160 mph

Double-embossed texture for extra strength and beauty

Color coordinated siding, soffit, fascia and gutter systems

For use on sidewalls and gables for design accents

ENERGY STAR® Rated - reduces energy costs

Lifetime non pro-rated limited warranty - includes labor

ArrowLine Slate

ArrowLine Shake

Generations

Statuary Bronze Shake Stone Blend Slate 

T-Tone Blend Shake
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THE LAST ROOF YOU’LL EVER BUY
Steel roofs last a lifetime, lower energy costs, survive more extreme weather and are backed by a better guarantee than almost any 
other roofing product on the market. For more than six decades, EDCO has brought you innovative steel roofing and siding concepts 
including a revolutionary “enhanced roofing.”  Today we offer numerous steel roofing styles, a variety of slate and shake steel  
shingles, contemporary color options and a Warranty Plus program that can’t be beat.

Commercial quality roofing and authentic details enhance 
curb appeal and resale value

Industry-leading lifetime transferable warranty

Mold and mildew resistant with no granules to fall off

Colors stay true due to Kynar 500® finish’s excellent  
UV protection

Double embossed texture adds strength and beauty

12 standard colors and 12 Enhanced ENERGY STAR®  
rated colors including Metallic Copper

State-of-the-art coil coating facilities for quality control  

Four-way interlocking system is tested to withstand  
winds of up to 160 mph

Total accessory package which includes a vented ridge system

Hip / Ridge caps designed to match the Shake or Slate panel

The superior clip design allows for higher wind load ratings

Color coordinated siding, soffit and gutter systems

Highest Hail Impact rating available – UL2218 - Class 4 Rating

ArrowLine Slate approval: UL – 1897 Uplift Resistance up to 
160 mph rating with 5 clips and screws, ICC-ES Evaluation 
Report ESR-3564

Panels may qualify for lower rates on Homeowners Insurance

Versatile – roofing, sidewall or accent panel applications

Longest lasting roofing available

Royal Brown Blend Shake Hartford Green Blend Shake



FOREVER ROOF WITH A LIFETIME WARRANTY
When you purchase metal roofing, steel siding, soffit, gutters and downspouts — you’re covered with the Warranty Plus program.

You won’t find a better metal roofing warranty anywhere. EDCO’s steel roof warranty is a lifetime, non-prorated limited warranty  
with hail and fade protection. This warranty is also transferable if the owner decides to sell.
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WARRANTY INFORMATION
T-Tone Blend Shake
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CASE STUDY #1
 Shake Roofing New Construction

Products:  
ArrowLine® Enhanced Slate 
ArrowLine® Shake Sidewalls
Aluma-Kore® Soffit & Fascia

Material:   
Premium galvanized steel

Color/Finish:  
Kynar 500® T-Tone Blend Slate
Kynar 500® Sandtone  
    Shake Sidewalls
Desert Tone Soffit, Fascia & Trim

Description: The homeowners wanted to build  
a new dream retirement home on a lake lot near  
St. Cloud, MN. After researching the benefits  
of metal roofing, they chose EDCO’s steel roofing 
and siding for their entire home. 

Solution: EDCO’s ArrowLine Enhanced Slate panels 
flowed together seamlessly and created an authentic 
dimensional slate appearance on it’s multi-rooflines. 
Accent colors were chosen to enhance the  
architectural details of the lake home. 

Result: The finished lake home is as beautiful as it  
is tough. The stunning home exterior has attracted  
attention from neighbors on all sides of the lake.  
It’s a one-of-a-kind investment property that is sure 
to continue adding value to its surroundings.  

To view an online videos of siding and roofing  
visit www.edcotv.com.

T-Tone Blend Slate



CASE STUDY #2
 Shake Roofing Home Remodel

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE AFTER

Description: This residential home in 
Moorhead, MN was in need of a roof replacement. 
Many homes in the neighborhood with asphalt  
roofs had damage from a hailstorm. The 
homeowners were shown an Enhanced Shake  
panel and they were very impressed by the beauty  
of this virtually maintenance-free option.

Solution: The home owners chose EDCO’s  
ArrowLine Enhanced Shake in Royal Brown Blend  
for it’s ENERGY STAR® performance and the industry’s 
best warranty.

Result: The homeowners now have a re-styled  
home that’s protected for life.  

To view an online video of other roofing projects,  
visit www.edcotv.com.

Product:  
ArrowLine® Enhanced Shake

Material:   
Premium galvanized steel

Color/Finish:  
Kynar 500® Royal Brown Blend
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Royal Brown Blend Shake



CASE STUDY #3
 Commercial Roofing Remodel

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE AFTER

Description: The Assembly of God Church in  
Maple Grove, Minnesota was in need of major  
exterior roof repair. In addition to the church,  
the pastor’s residence was also in need  
of renovation.

Solution: The church chose a beautiful long-term  
siding and ENERGY STAR® rated roofing solution 
manufactured by EDCO Products, Inc. The classic  
colors and materials are eco-friendly and will retain 
their color and curb appeal for decades.

Result: The congregation has a renewed place of 
worship that is virtually maintenance-free.  

To view an online videos of siding and roofing  
visit www.edcotv.com.

Product:  
ArrowLine® Shingle Shake

Material:   
Premium galvanized steel

Color/Finish:  
Kynar 500®  Classic Blue
and Glacier White
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Classic Blue Shake



AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Description: This residential home in Minnetonka,  
Minnesota was badly in need of a roof replacement  
due to age and a hailstorm that destroyed the  
cedar shakes. The homeowner was looking for a  
maintenance-free option that would enhance the  
aesthetic appearance of the home.

Solution: After researching roofing materials, the  
homeowner chose EDCO’s ArrowLine Enhanced Slate  
in T-Tone Blend for it’s ENERGY STAR® performance  
and the industry’s best warranty.

Result: The homeowner is happy not to have falling  
shingles and time consuming maintenance. The  
neighbors were equally impressed by the final result.

To view an online video of this project,  
visit www.edcotv.com.

Product:  
ArrowLine® Enhanced Slate

Material:   
Premium galvanized steel

Color/Finish:  
Kynar 500® T-Tone Blend

CASE STUDY #4
 Slate Roofing Home Remodel
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T-Tone Blend Slate



SLATE ENHANCED SLATE SHAKE ENHANCED SHAKE

THE BEAUTY OF SLATE AND SHAKE ROOFING 
The extremely long life-cycle, ENERGY STAR® ratings, recycled content and full recyclability of EDCO’s profiles  
make ArrowLine® roofing the perfect ‘green’ choice. 
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PRODUCT OPTIONS

T-Tone Blend ShakeClassic Blue Shake



METAL SHAKE SIDEWALLS
EDCO’s ArrowLine® permanent metal shakes were  
developed for use in roofing and sidewall applications. 
ArrowLine® Shake sidewalls are not just brute strength, 
they are available in 11 solid colors and 6 blended  
ENERGY STAR approved colors with matching trim. 

DESIGN AND DURABILITY
ArrowLine® metal shakes unique texture makes  
the panels ideal for sidewall application creating an  
authentic design and finished appearance. ArrowLine’s 
12" exposure will give your home a striking look  
reminiscent of houses from an elegant time.

ArrowLine’s unique double embossed texture provides  
a distinctive exterior with unsurpassed curb appeal.  
In addition, the low maintenance features make it  
an excellent investment.

SOLID

BLENDED

ArrowLine® Metal Shakes are an ideal solution for residential and light commercial 
sidewall applications.
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SLATE ROOFING
EDCO’s ArrowLine® Slate metal roof is backed by six decades of experience in the design  
and manufacturing of high quality building products. EDCO Products, Inc. have taken every 
measure to ensure that ArrowLine® Slate metal roofing withstands severe weather changes 
free from unsightly panel distortion, breakage, or ‘shedding’ like traditional slate materials. 
ArrowLine Slate metal shingles are available in 5 solid and 6 blended ENERGY STAR®  
approved colors.

ArrowLine® metal shingles are coated with a deluxe KYNAR 500® finish  
to maximize color retention and are ENERGY STAR® approved with  
matching trim for an aesthetic statement like none other. The double  
embossing pattern adds panel strength and durability.

PRODUCT DETAILS

T-Tone Blend Slate



SHAKE ROOFING
It’s more than just an ordinary shingle. Unlike traditional roofing products, ArrowLine® Shake 
metal roof will not warp, split, peel or crack and can easily stand up to frigid northern winters 
as well as the blistering southern sun. The unique 4-way interlocking system can withstand 
winds up to 160 mph and has the best hail rating available. ArrowLine  permanent metal 
shakes are available in a full range of 11 solid and 6 blended ENERGY STAR® approved colors. 

EDCO utilizes the latest technology to be a sustainable, environmentally  
safe, easy to install, and a cost-effective choice. ArrowLine roofing panels  
are a perfect complement to new construction as well as remodeling projects.
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Royal Brown Blend Shake
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ENHANCED SHAKE

Charcoal Gray Blend Hartford Green Blend Statuary Bronze Blend*

T-Tone Blend Classic Red BlendRoyal Brown Blend

*Statuary Bronze Blend is pending ENERGY STAR approval. 
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ENHANCED SLATE

Charcoal Gray Blend Stone Blend Statuary Bronze Blend*

T-Tone Blend Classic Red BlendRoyal Brown Blend

NOTE: All colors shown are as accurate as possible. Please refer to actual color chips before making your final color selection.



Classic Blue Classic Red

SHAKE 

SLATE 

Charcoal Gray T-Tone

Copper

Sandtone

Statuary Bronze

Cedar

Royal Brown

Pewter Hartford Green

Stone Charcoal Gray Classic Red Hartford Green Statuary Bronze

NOTE: All colors shown are as accurate as possible. Please refer to actual color chips before making your final color selection.
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STANDARD COLORS

 
ALL COLORS ARE ENERGY STAR RATED.
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EDCO’S ONLINE COLOR TOOL

ONLINE VIDEOS

WEBSITE FEATURES

Mid-Sized Home Option 

Smaller Home Option 

Larger Home Option 

INTERACT WITH EDCO
As your partners in exterior solutions, we have added  
special features to our website that make it easier  
to interact with EDCO while providing the tools and  
resources you’ve been waiting for.

   Design your home - Now you can design your  
next project on ANY mobile device by clicking on  
EDCO’s Color Tool graphic icon 

   EDCO product brochures are conveniently located  
in one location for you to view or download

   Roofing Photo Gallery - Surf through our photo  
collection of completed projects

   EDCO’s industry-leading warranty’s - View and  
download your PDFs 

   Video training and company information is gathered  
in our YouTube video library

   Siding Photo Gallery - Surf through our photo  
collection of completed projects

   Product Color Palettes - View our color options, pick 
your favorite colors and apply them to the Color Tool 

   EDCO TV - Visit www.edcotv.com for tips, training,  
case studies and before/afters

   Easy access links to Homeowner and  
Professional portals

Check out past editions of Today’s Home Remodeler, aired on WCCO,  
as well as videos from the EDCO family history archive, case studies and  
a tour of our factory in Hopkins, Minnesota.

Want more? Stop by www.edcotv.com.

Start planning your 
next customized  
project with help  
from the Color Tool. 

VISIT us at edcoproducts.com.
CLICK on the Color Tool graphic. 
SELECT your project. 
START designing.

Color Tool Design

YOUR PARTNER IN EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS
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SEAMLESS GUTTERS SYSTEMS
EDCO’s Rainware gutters and downspouts systems were designed by a team  
of engineers to create an essential, streamlined system of protection for your  
home and landscape that delivers decades of no-hassle, reliable performance.

Made from heavy-gauge Aluma-Kore® aluminum, our corrosion-resistant materials 
withstand the elements without cracking or degrading. All of our Rainware  
metal gutters and downspouts are also protected with an exclusive, eight-stage  
baked-on coating process, and are covered by an unbeatable 50-year warranty. 

“FOREVER” STEEL SIDING
EDCO’s steel siding panels are manufactured using galvanized Steel-Kore® steel, 
the finest ENTEX® or PVC paint finishes, available in twenty-eight solid colors and 
three HD colors. Choose from ENTEX® EnduraGrain and PVC Timbergrained  
textures in five durable profiles.

Lifetime Warranty 
EDCO steel products carry a lifetime, non-prorated limited warranty with hail  
and fade protection. The warranty is also transferable should the original owner 
ever decide to sell. The Warranty Plus program is unmatched in the industry.

ALUMA-KORE® SOFFIT & 
STEEL-KORE® FASCIA
Design backed by research

Research has confirmed that there is a strong need to control moisture  
and rotting problems that are inherent in eave and overhang designs. The  
facts collected from these studies formulated the specifications for EDCO’s  
temperature balanced corrosion resistant materials. The result is a soffit and  
fascia system that exceeds all building code requirements while maintaining  
high standards for design and curb-appeal.

EDCO PRODUCTS

Shown in Mountain Cedar HD



Engineered for maximum strength and  
durability, our Generations® Roofing  
Collection complements EDCO’s siding and 
trim products. We use a unique imaging  
process that retains this custom color  
palette beautifully. A natural-looking HD  
impression is bonded between two layers of KYNAR 500® for a flawless, tough finish. 
This revolutionary process adds durability, beauty and value to your home for years  
to come, guaranteed!

Generation’s steel shake roofings high-definition and multi-tone colors add  
dimension and naturalism. Get a soft, weathered look with a steel “cedar” shake  
that won’t diminish in appearance. 

Offered exclusively through a select, professionally-trained contractor and dealer network. 
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EDCO Products, Inc. is firmly committed to the  
protection of the environment. By creating  
sustainable roofing and siding products that lower 
energy usage, we’re creating a brighter future  
for both homeowners and the planet. Here are a 
few ways that EDCO is reducing impact, energy 
costs and our footprint.

Recycled materials
The steel that we use for roofing and siding  
is an eco-friendly 25-30% recycled content.  
Additionally, steel and aluminum are the two  
most commonly recycled materials in the world.  
If you have to remove your roof for any reason, 
our roofing is 100% recyclable.

Energy savings
All ArrowLine® roofing products are ENERGY STAR® 
rated. ENERGY STAR® is a joint program of the  
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the 
U.S. Department of Energy that identifies  
energy-efficient products and practices. With this 
rating, you’re assured that you’ll save on utility 
bills and help lower greenhouse gas emissions.

Reduced landfill use
In some instances your steel roof can be installed  
over your existing roof, saving all that toxic  
asphalt from the landfill. One of the biggest  
features of steel roofing is its durability. A steel 
roof will outlast almost any roof on the market, 
saving both money and the planet.

ArrowLine Slate

ArrowLine Shake

Generations

GOING GREEN

Copper HD

Cedar HDPewter HD

Sandstone HD

Royal Brown HD

T-Tone HD

Hartford Green HD Classic Red HDCharcoal Gray HD

Generations® HD Imaging Color Selection

NOTE: All colors shown are as accurate as possible. Please refer to actual color chips before making your final color selection.



VISIT 
edcoproducts.com
edcotv.com

CALL 
800.593.2680
952.945.2680
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